ACCESS WIRRAL
BETTER, FASTER & MORE EFFICIENT
CUSTOMER SERVICES
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ACCESS WIRRAL
OUR MISSION STATEMENT

 Reshaping and improving customer service, making it
easier, faster and more efficient to do business with the
council.
 Bringing together information and support from partners
and community services, for the benefit of our
customers.
 Supports your Pledge of ensuring ‘community services
are joined up and accessible’ by transforming how we
work with residents; driving integration and being as
efficient as possible, with one point of contact able to
solve every resident need.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT

 Part of our approach to help people be more personally
resilient, and to gain quick access to information, advice
and support which helps to prevent crisis intervention
and relates closely to the Wirral Plan.
 The Access Wirral business case is one of a series of
Customer Experience business cases which are being
developed to support a more efficient and effective
Council.
 We are aiming to make it much easier, much quicker and
much more efficient to do business with the Council.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
DEVELOPING THE BUSINESS CASE

 We have drawn on customer insight, systems reviews and
other examples of national good practice to develop the
proposal
 We have also considered the context of other business
cases being developed and how they might be affected
by the proposals in Access Wirral
 We have considered issues such as
 the reputation of the Council with customers
 The need to achieve savings
 The value of greater customer insight
 The need to maximise grant subsidies, e.g. from
DWP
 Flexibility to connect to other future service
models and digital transformation
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ACCESS WIRRAL
OUR APPROACH

Strategic Intent

In scope

Customer Experience Programme
Digital
Strategy

Wirral
Plan

Financial
Plan £

Transformation Office
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Council Tax automation
Housing Benefit automation

Out of scope
•
•
•

Access
Wirral
Asset
Strategy

•
•

Partner services
Business Services
Buildings

Services affected
•
•
•

One Stop Shops and Call Centre
Back office-Council Tax & Housing Ben.
Business Support-Scanning

ACCESS WIRRAL
UNDERSTANDING THE CHALLENGE

 Budgets are reducing, customers’ expectations are rising.
We need to deliver our services differently to ensure:
 They are appropriate and sustainable, they are
easy to access, simple and seamless to interact
with and they are reliable & cost effective
 To meet these challenges we need to transform the way
we work through:
 Working with partners, communities and voluntary
sectors and using technology which keeps pace
with the changing landscape
 Research has shown there is room for improvement in
the Council's customer service, with failure in the
processes leading to poor customer satisfaction.
 Inefficiencies continue to drive Call Centre and One Stop
Shop demand.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
WHY PEOPLE CONTACT OSS & CALL CENTRE
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ACCESS WIRRAL
WHY PEOPLE CONTACT OSS & CALL CENTRE
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ACCESS WIRRAL
WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO BE A CUSTOMER
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ACCESS WIRRAL
‘BILLY’S’ HOUSING BENEFIT JOURNEY
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ACCESS WIRRAL
‘BILLY’S’ NEW JOURNEY
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ACCESS WIRRAL
KEY OUTPUTS

 Web portal providing:
 An integrated “My Account” providing information
tailored around the customer’s specific needs and
requirements.
 Services which are designed and promoted as
‘digital by default’.
 A single route into Council Tax and Housing Benefit
using guided process automation.
 Safety net for vulnerable and digitally excluded
customers.
 Improved access for residents helping the Council
meet its Strategic Objectives.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
RISKS & REWARDS

Benefits












Better experience for our customers.
Return on investment in Year 2 with cumulative savings rising year-on-year.
Reduction in call time, waiting, abandonment and customer complaints.
Process and service efficiencies realised.
Targeted external support used where appropriate.
Council’s transformation principles adhered to.
Evidence based decision making.
Timeframe for change aligned with digital developments.
Facilitate the enhancement of internal skills and capacity.
Increased accuracy will maximise subsidy grant.

Risks





New solution does not provide the savings anticipated.
Staff retention.
Customer experience/satisfaction levels worsen due to staff morale.

Opportunities








Service request is resolved first time, on time.
Simplified processes for accessing services.
Communication with customers is clear and unambiguous.
Solution can be rolled out across other Council and Partner services.
Immediate increase in customer data capture to aid demand management.
Increase customer insight to aid decision making.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
POTENTIAL VEHICLES TO DELIVER
Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

Do nothing



Minimal Investment.




No savings achieved.
Continued increase in customer
dissatisfaction.






Simplified processes for accessing services.
Convenience of accessing services 24/7.
Ability to manage the reputation of the Council.
Supports the commercial strategy by providing an
ability to generate.
Ownership of customer insight data.
Appropriate access channels that suits customer needs
and lifestyles.
Service request is resolved first time, on time.
Expectations are managed where first time resolution
is not possible.
ROI Year 2 - savings Y2.




Requires internal investment.
Insufficient skills in-house, requires
implementation partner.




Take longer to realise savings.
Councils are bringing services back inhouse.
50% of savings absorbed by partner.

Re-design in-house







Joint Venture




Shared investment/risk.
Provides expertise & pace.




Outsource


Already established markets for elements e.g. HR &
Call Centre.
External capital investment.






Take longer to realise savings .
No successful marketplace that will deliver
all areas.
Distanced from the service to manage
complaints to Members.
Efficiency savings absorbed by contractor.

ACCESS WIRRAL
MAKING IT HAPPEN

Major Deliverables

Resources



Integrated Digital Services for Housing Benefit and
Council Tax
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Best-in-class systems implementer with extensive Local Government
and Public Sector experience.
Dedicated, external CRM project manager with Local Government and
Public Sector.
Staff released to support project.
3 dedicated Business Analysts.
Knowledge transfer from Systems Implementer to Wirral staff.
Overseen by the Transformation Office.
Robust sponsorship and governance.
Senior level support to drive continuous service improvements.
Solution owned by the Business.

ACCESS WIRRAL
MAKING IT HAPPEN

Major Deliverables

Resources

Change Management Customers/Staff





Dedicated Change Management resource to facilitate change.
In-house Communications Team to provide support and guidance
Communications plan developed and delivered.

Consultation with staff





Unions.
Senior Managers.
HR support.
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ACCESS WIRRAL
UNDERSTANDING THE JOURNEY

 In June 2016 an Outline Business Case that set out the vision for Access Wirral was agreed at Cabinet.
 This phase of the project will deliver outcomes which will address Customer segmentation; Customer Access
Solution for Council Tax and Housing Benefit; and Contact Centre improvements and efficiencies.
 As this project is implemented work will continue to further define the delivery of the wider Access Wirral
Vision, which will include engagement of communities and partners to inform this.
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